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Introduction

You might be a student, dreaming of your perfect job.
Maybe you’ve just received your crisp degree certificate after 3 years of hard work. 

You’ve been applying for junior roles in your chosen field, and voilà, you have an 
interview!   You researched the company, prepared yourself and now it’s time to go 

for it.

Well, not so fast. Your outfit is of paramount importance and it’s worth taking the 
time to get it right. The Ladders Career Company conducted a survey which 

revealed that:

37% of the interviewers they spoke to had decided against hiring a candidate due 
to the way they were dressed.

36% felt co-ordination of colours and styles was an important indicator of the 
candidate’s personality.

75% wanted clothes appropriate for the circumstances and
33% considered whether the candidate’s style suited their organisation.
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Studies

Can Your Clothes Make You More Intelligent?

As mentioned in our previous article in December,  Dr. Adam Galinsky at the 
Kellogg School of Management conducted an experiment around lab coats.  As 
white coats are associated with medical knowledge and professionalism, when 

the participants wore a lab coat to perform certain tasks the study revealed that 
they performed better than usual. 

In a second experiment, undergraduates were presented with what they were 
told was a doctor’s coat, while others wore an identical coat described as one that 

a painter would wear. Guess what? The participants who believed the coat was 
synonymous with the medical - rather than the artistic - community scored more 

highly on the tasks. Wearing a symbolic item of clothing can seemingly have a 
profound effect on your ability to concentrate and perform tasks. 

Do Glasses Make You Look Smarter?

Over the last few years there has been a seismic shift in attitudes towards 
glasses. Once seen as an unwelcome and heinously uncool necessity, they are 

now a practical and trendy fashion accessory that can enhance one’s appearance 
significantly.  Glasses have traditionally been associated with bookishness and 

intelligence, and this still appears to be the case. In fact, glasses are also 
synonymous with competence and industriousness.

Ohio State University conducted a survey in 2008 which showed pictures to 80 
children aged 6-10. The pictures were a mixture of plain-faced and bespectacled 

children; the children were asked to rate each child using a set of criteria 
including Performance, Intelligence, Sporting Ability and Friendliness. 66 % of the 
participants felt the bespectacled kids were smarter. The children with glasses 

were also deemed to be more honest too.
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Studies

“Trust Me, I’m a Doctor!”

Speaking of white coats, a 2005 study revealed that people are far more likely 
to share deeply personal and private information with a physician if he or she 
is wearing full professional attire. 

The white coat, therefore, can also instill trust in patients. This is perhaps why 
so many chat shows and documentaries feature medical professionals in 
white coats as opposed to suits – it instantly adds credibility to their 
arguments.

Can Minor Clothing Changes Affect Your Interview?

A recent study compared ‘off the peg’ suits with bespoke ones. 274 online 
participants rated one man wearing both suits using a set of criteria. Despite 
the fact that the suits only had very minor differences and looked almost 
identical, he scored more highly on nearly all attributes when wearing the 
bespoke outfit. 

Furthermore, the participants didn’t see the man’s face – just his clothes, for 5 
seconds. The study strongly suggests that tailored clothing may project a 
markedly different set of information to off-the-shelf clothing.
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A Tailor’s Perspective

To investigate the topic of bespoke clothing further, we asked  co-founder of the 
prestigious Brooklyn Tailors Daniel Lewis for his view:  

You provide off-the-rack suits and create bespoke suits. In your experience, 
do your customers have a preference – off-the-rack or bespoke? Would you 
say bespoke suits make people feel more confident? 

“Honestly, it depends on the person, how well their body fits into off-the-rack 
garments, their budget and their time constraints. If someone comes into our store 
and tries on an off-the-rack suit and it fits great, we don't encourage them to go 
bespoke unless they really want that level of service. Most people don't fit very well 
into off-the-rack. At that point, we need to figure out what can be done to meet our 
standards and the desires of our customer. In many cases, we can fix issues with 
alterations. Those can range from hemming a pant and shortening a sleeve to 
slimming a trouser and letting out the back of the jacket across the shoulder blades. 
There is a surprising amount that can safely be done to a suit with alterations, but 
there is a point at which the alterations will change the overall drape of the suit. At 
that point, we recommend bespoke. Bespoke is an entirely new pattern, so we can 
accommodate things like posture and shoulder slope along with stylistic changes to 
our basic model.   

We have customers who will only buy bespoke. Many of those people go that route 
because they are a difficult fit and they know they will get exactly what they want. 
Others just like the process and level of attention to detail. But, bespoke is not for 
everyone. It can be pricey and time-consuming. Our bespoke suits price out at about 
40% more than the same suit off-the-rack and require the customer to come by a 
minimum of 3 times for fittings, but usually about 5. We currently sell about the 
same number off-the-rack versus bespoke. I wouldn't say that one group is happier 
than the other -- it's just about giving a customer a great fit and a style they feel 
comfortable in. Some customers can accomplish that with the first suit they try on 
off-the-rack and others need the bespoke process to reach that point.”
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A Tailor’s Perspective

For an interview, do you think a bespoke/altered suit would be the best 
option?  

“Many customers aren't used to wearing suits and are unsure of where a hem 
should hit, how much cuff to show or how a shoulder should fit. It's important for 
everyone to do their research before they go shopping. They need to know what 
they are looking at, what they are paying for and the look they are hoping to 
achieve. GQ Magazine has good tutorials on what customers should look for. Most 
good shops will have a suiting expert on staff to help with fitting customers and 
alterations, which can be very helpful to those new to suiting. There are people who 
can walk into a shop and fit perfectly into suits off-the-rack. For those lucky few, 
there is no need for alterations or bespoke. Most of the population could benefit 
from alterations or bespoke in order to achieve the best fit for their body and 
stylistic preference. But, this holds true for any occasion one might wear a suit, not 
just an interview.”   

What advice would you give to college graduates dressing for their first 
interview?  

“Wear something that you feel comfortable in, but dress to impress. No one will 
ever fault you for being more dressed up or put together, but being under dressed 
means you aren't taking the opportunity seriously. Don't wait until you have an 
interview scheduled to buy a suit -- it can take a good amount of looking to find 
something that suits you and alterations can take a week. It's also best to wear a 
suit a few times before an event to get used to wearing it and break it in a little. A 
good fully-canvased suit gets better the more you wear it and breaks in like a pair of 
jeans. The more comfortable you feel in a suit, the more confident you will seem 
when wearing it.”
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A Clinical Perspective

Last year we interviewed top Clinical Psychologist Dr. Jennifer Baumgartner. Her 
insight was extremely valuable so we approached her again to get her views on 
dressing for interviews:

Based on your personal and professional experience, what kind of outfit do 
you think works in an interview situation?

“When in doubt always defer to the suit. Depending on the level of formality in the 
workplace, you can tweak your hair , makeup, jewellery, bag, shoes, shirt, tie/scarf, 
and belt, but keep the suit as your base. ”

“ Like an actor using a costume, you must help your future 
boss see you in the role of his/her newest hire. ” 

Have you ever felt uncomfortable when wearing smart attire to an interview? 
If so, what do you think was wrong?

“Have I ever felt nervous? Yes. Insecure? Absolutely! Uncomfortable when dressed 
smartly? Never.”
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A Clinical Perspective

What are the common mistakes people make when dressing for an interview?

“People do not consider four main factors when dressing: physical 
ability, brand representation, employee culture, and client comfort. 
Your outfit must physically allow you to perform your job. If your job requires 
walking all day and you show up to the interview wearing five inch heels or too tight 
of a pant your future employer may not envision you in the position. 

You must consider the message of the brand and if your attire is consistent with 
that message. You must fit within the same relative style range of your future 
colleagues. You do not need to be a carbon copy of your co-workers but you should 
avoid appearing like a fashion outlier during the interview. Finally, your future 
clients need to believe that you can do your job and feel like they connect with you. 
As much as we want to discount the importance of dress, you must look the part.”

Do you have any advice for college graduates dressing for their first 
interview?

“Do your research. Find out exactly what the job requires and the clothing to 
execute those tasks. Examine the dress code. Identify what employees are wearing, 
which may require you sit in the parking lot to gather wardrobe intel. Note who your 
clients are and how you must dress for them in order for them to feel confident in 
your success.

Overall, your clothing should enhance rather than distract. We would like to believe 
that our skill level, intelligence, and interpersonal skills are enough, and they 
eventually are, but upon first meeting the external package does carry significant 
weight. Like an actor using a costume, you must help your future boss see you in the 
role of his/her newest hire.”
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The Image Consultants

To get the opinions of the professionals we consulted two leading Image 
Consultants – Gabrielle Teare and Sam Belle. Here are Gabrielle’s answers:

You mentioned that traditional colours such as navy and black and wearing a 
suit or skirt and jacket is the best combination. Do you think there are any 
circumstances in which exceptions could be made, for instance, a creative 
company with a casual dress code? 

“In general these are the best colours. If you work in advertising or a similar 
environment then the attire is a lot more flexible, in a City/Financial environment far 
less flexibility is tolerated.”

In your CNN interview you discuss the importance of investing in high-quality 
clothing. Do you think not doing so is a common mistake people tend to 
make?

“People represent their company if they meet clients, or attend meetings in cheap 
clothing then it does not reflect well on the company and ultimately on you. Women 
may often dress in cheap high street ranges whilst holding very senior jobs, in 
general, the more senior a man the more expensive his clothing. Both sexes need to 
be aware of the competitive edge that dressing appropriately at your seniority level 
will give you.”

To what extent do you think the right clothing affects not only the 
interviewers’ perception of you, but also your performance in the interview? 

“You get 30 seconds to make a good first impression. A cheap, badly-fitting suit and 
plastic shoes will hold you back straight away before you are given a chance to open 
your mouth." Clothes maketh the man“, and it is certainly true that when you look 
and feel good you are also more confident and able to create a positive, favourable 
impression.”

Gabrielle Teare is the Leading London Personal Shopper. She has an upmarket clientele and is based in 
the heart of shopping in Chelsea and is regularly featured as an expert in the world of fashion and 
image.
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The Image Consultants

Sam Belle also gave us her insight:

What kind of clothes work in an interview?

“When it comes to interviews, first of all RESEARCH what kind of company it is and 
what their dress code is. A bank will have a very different dress code to a software 
company and so you should dress within the boundaries of their dress code. I advise 
my clients to choose five words they'd like people to use to describe them, for 
example successful, trustworthy, creative, intelligent, caring etc, then look at their 
chosen outfit and ask if these clothes make that statement -”do this pair of trousers 
make me look trustworthy?”

The ideal is to look like you, but the BEST version of you. The you that 
other people would aspire to be. And stick within your comfort zone. If you don't 
feel comfortable in a suit it will show in your interview, and your body language 
might suggest that you are not the right person for the job. Instead, choose 
something that is still smart but comfortable. A blazer and trousers/skirt is a great 
alternative as it still suggests professionalism without being too formal.

When it comes to colour, avoid black because at best it's boring and at worst it looks 
too authoritative. Instead look for navy blue or charcoal grey. Red can be subtly 
incorporated into your outfit. If you're not a bold person, you might prefer a small 
accessory (or even underwear) that is red as red gives people confidence and boosts 
their energy. I would NOT recommend wearing red from head to toe!

For formal companies, a good suit with a coloured shirt/blouse is a great option. For 
less formal companies a blazer will work with chinos or smart jeans to achieve the 
'smart casual' look. But the most important thing is that details matter and you 
MUST look groomed. So make sure your hair is neat and tidy, your fingernails 

are clean and trimmed, there are no loose threads or holes in your 
clothes and your shoes are clean and polished………….”
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The Image Consultants cont….

Have you ever felt uncomfortable when wearing smart attire to an interview? 
If so, what do you think was wrong?

“I personally haven't felt uncomfortable wearing smart attire but that's in part due 
to my Style Personality. Everyone has one and this dictates their loves, loathes, 
and their interpretation of 'fashion'. The 6 Style Personalities are Creative, 
Dramatic, Romantic, Classic, Natural and City Chic/International, and most 
people are a combination of two. People who have a Classic or City Chic style 
personality will feel more comfortable in a suit. In fact, those who are Classic 
actually feel uncomfortable with casual wear and will still look for structure in their 
weekend clothes (Angela Merkel is a Classic, Kate Middleton is a City Chic).

Those who are Natural will feel very uncomfortable in a suit – in fact any kind of 
formal wear. I have a client who chose a knee-length, plain bridesmaid dress as her 
wedding gown – the fuss and formality of traditional gowns just made her feel very 
uncomfortable and overdressed. 

So the Style Personality will be a huge factor. Second, will be character 
traits relating to whether or not a candidate likes to conform or 
rebel. Wearing a suit on your first day of work only to discover everyone else is in 
jeans and T-Shirts affects different people differently. Some will love it, some will 
want to go home and change immediately.”
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The Image Consultants cont….

What are the common mistakes people make when dressing for an interview?

“The biggest mistake when dressing for interview is not giving enough 
consideration to what message we are communicating without 
speaking.”

“Our brains work quickly to determine whether or not what someone says to us is 
true and as well as using our own unique filters, we look at visual clues and hear 
the verbal clues.” 

“So if a candidate turns up late, without a watch, unkempt hair and scruffy shoes, 
trying to persuade the interviewer that they have exceptional time management 
skills and fastidious attention to detail will ring untrue and they won't get the 
job. Not because they were late or scruffy, but because what they said doesn't 
match what they look like.”

“The key is to be yourself, choose the 5 words you wish to convey, and dress as the 
smartest version of yourself. At an interview your only job is to sell yourself. So 

look in a mirror. Would YOU buy YOU?”

Sam is the founder of the prestigious Pixie Belle Style & Image Consultancy based in Bristol, England.

She provides expert advice and runs exciting events such as the Style Bootcamp.
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Scarlett’s View

We asked award-winning Fashion Blogger Scarlett London her opinion on 
dressing for interviews. Scarlett writes about a wide range of topics and her 
site features some great information and interviews.

Based on your personal and professional experience, what kind of outfits do 
you think work in an interview situation?

“I have always loved the quote “dress for the job you want, not the job you 
have”, and in my personal experience this definitely applies to an interview 
situation. Although we'd like to think we're judged on our qualifications, what we 
have to offer, and how we come across, our visual 'front' is also what makes an 
impression, so you have to make sure you are dressed appropriately. “

“It's better to be overdressed than under-dressed. It doesn't necessarily dictate 
whether you'll get the job or not (I have seen someone interviewed in a baggy top 
and leggings and they still got the job) but if you're dressed smartly your mindset is 
professional and you are more likely to take the interview seriously and perform 
well. A pencil skirt (of which there are many on the high street nowadays) teamed 
with a blazer is always a classic option, and with the amount of choice and patterns 
available it doesn't necessarily have to be black on black, especially if you're being 
interviewed for a fashion-based job - why not choose a floral print pencil skirt, a 
smart black blazer and a white blouse? Similarly, statement necklaces to 'pull' an 
outfit together work well in interview situations, in addition to a short-sleeved fitted 
black dress and midi heels.”

“Whatever the combination, the main focus is that the outfit is smart, appropriate 
and leaves you feeling confident and ready to get the job you're going in for. Even if 
it's not your 'dream job', treat it as practice or your 'dress rehearsal'.”
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Scarlett’s View……

Have you ever felt uncomfortable when wearing smart attire to an interview or 
work? If so, what do you think was wrong?

“As you begin working in a new environment, you start to get to grips 
with what the typical office attire is. I know once I started my job last year, 
within a month or so I started dressing more casually so as to fit in with the office. 

However, initially I wore smart jackets and dresses and didn't feel uncomfortable 
at all. I do enjoy dressing up and feeling 'smart' as it does leave you in the 
appropriate mindset, however there's nothing worse than an overbearingly tight 
pencil skirt/dress and too small tights (etc). I'm sure we've all got at least one 
outfit that this applies to. “

“Smart doesn't necessarily have to mean uncomfortable, or too tight, 

so make sure you invest in comfort, as well as visuals. Buy a size 

larger in the tights (you are sitting with them round your middle all day after all), 
make sure the shoes are comfy and that the dress has some give. It sounds silly, 
but you'll be thankful if your office's dress code is constantly smart. ”
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Scarlett’s view….

What are the common mistakes people make when dressing for an interview?

“To just buy a generic black and white skirt suit. It's OK, but it doesn't look like 
you've really made an effort or put any thought into what you're wearing. You want 
the interviewer to think 'Wow, she's really made an effort AND she's got all of the 

qualifications'. If it's your dream job, you'd go all out. You'd make it 
count.”

“ You want to leave a lasting impression on the interviewer, especially if the job is 
highly populated. So whilst a colourful patchwork jacket and a garishly bright dress 
might not leave the lasting impression you want, a cleverly put together outfit, 
which flatters you and leaves you feeling confident, with a splash of colour here and 
there and a statement necklace, will leave them feeling as though you've really 
made an effort. ”

What advice would you give to graduates applying for their first job?

“I'm not sure I can contribute to this, because I will be in this position two/three 
years down the line –I haven't got there yet, but I think the same rules apply to 
above as it does your first job, in fact maybe even more so. Hopefully you will have 
got some work experience whilst at university, so you will have a little 'work-based' 
talk to discuss in the interview, but I think the best advice I ever got (and it's less 
fashion-based) was not to describe but to explain why you want it.“

“Don't say you've always loved (INSERT FIELD HERE), tell them why 
you love it. Why you want to be a -------. What first inspired you to fall into this 
career path?! What has your experience taught you?! Anyone can say that they 
enjoyed a piece of work experience, and that you've learnt a lot. You need to explain 
what you've learnt, and how it helps you become a better candidate for the job.”
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A Graduate Recruitment Expert

Dan Evans is the marketing manager for one of the UK’s leading graduate 
recruitment consultancies , Graduate Recruitment Bureau, based in Brighton. 
We were keen to get his insight:

As an expert in graduate recruitment, what do you think are the main 
mistakes graduates make when dressing for an interview?

“One very common mistake is assuming that because the company has a relaxed 
dress code it means you too can turn up for interview casually dressed. They will 
want to see that you’re out to make a positive impression, dress like you are 
meeting a client - smart, clean and sharp.”

“Many graduates new to the world of work can feel squashed by the pressure to 
‘conform’ to smart dress. If you decide “what I wear is who I am and if they can’t 
accept it then I don’t want to work there” then perhaps you’re right. No one wants 
to make anyone do anything they don’t want to but take a moment to consider the 
industry you want to work in, the battle you’re fighting and why. 

“If you’re the kind of person that doesn’t wear smart clothes until you have to pull 
out the smart shoes and suit from the back of the wardrobe, make sure it fits well 
and doesn’t look like you’ve just dusted it off. Attention to detail is important, it 
suggests a lot about you and how you conduct yourself as a person.”

“The first 15 seconds on an interview – the hello, the hand 
shake, the small talk and the impression your visual 

presentation makes are vital.”
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A Graduate Recruitment Expert

What are your recommendations for students and graduates entering the job 
market without a lot of money to spend on suits?

“You can dress well on a budget nowadays, shop around. No one is impressed by 
swanky labels in 2014 - it’s about style and rising to meet the expectations of the 
environment you will be interviewed in and then letting your talent convey the rest. 
You can get fantastic deals online or the high street for great suits under £100 but if 
you can’t stretch to a suit, perhaps consider going half way and getting at least suit 
trousers and a smart shirt. This can be perfect, especially if its summer as it will look 
natural. I wouldn’t recommend hiring a suit, the fit will never be right and it will cost 
almost as much as buying one. Having one or two smart suits is a long term 
investment that you should want to have in your wardrobe so get saving!”

In your experience do you think presentation can have a dramatic impact on 
the outcome of an interview? Or do you think other elements such as body 
language and knowledge are more important?

“The first 15 seconds of an interview – the hello, the hand shake, the small talk and
the impression your visual presentation makes are vital. Many interviewers will 
claim that most of the time, sub-consciously, they would have made a hiring 
decision there and then. Now this is not to be taken literally as they would also 
agree that anyone who has the skills they need will come to light in the interview -
but why not give them the full package from the off? If your presentation is on 
point, then from the very beginning you would have created a positive vibe that the 
rest of the interview will play off. Then if your knowledge, delivery and body 
language impresses then you’re firing on all cylinders. Put it like this: if it came 
down to you and another candidate who was identical to you on everything apart 
from the fact they had the edge on their presentation then it’s likely you would get 
pipped to the post – no one wants to go out like that so don’t let it be the reason!”

The Graduate Recruitment Bureau is based in Brighton, UK.
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Judy Scott-Kemmis: Colour Psychologist

Judy is one of Australia’s top Colour Psychologists and author of bestselling book 
‘The Colour of Sex’, which explains colour psychology and relationships in a 
practical manner. She gave us some very insightful answers:

Based on your personal and professional experience, what kind of colours do 
you think work in an interview situation?

“There is no one answer to this question as the choice of colours for any job 
interview depends on the type of job that you are applying for, your gender and 
the gender of the interviewer, as well as the message you wish to get across to the 
interviewer. “

“Your colour choices and your personal presentation can have a great 
impact on an interviewer’s first impression of you – this is established 
in the first 60 seconds of meeting you and is a lasting impression that 
is difficult to change.  So make it a good impression.”

“Look at the culture of the business for which you are being interviewed. Is it a 
corporate, legal or financial services business, or is it a young and trendy one? The 
former requires a suit or classic dress in a conservative colour, while the latter 
may be more casual, although it is still better to wear a suit for the first meeting. “

“For a first interview, I recommend that the applicant wear conservative colours 
such as navy blue, mid to dark grey, black or brown, in a suit (for both men and 
women) or a classic dress for women.  Choose any of these conservative colours 
with a white, off-white or pastel blouse or shirt to soften the look, and add an 
accent of colour to add energy and personality – for men this accent colour will be 
in their tie, while for women it will be in their jewellery or a scarf. “

“Medium to dark colours are most business-like, authoritative and 
conservative. Lighter colours are friendlier and less threatening, but they lack 
power.”
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Colour Psychologist: Judy Scott-Kemmis

”Navy blue is probably the best choice for a first interview as it elicits a positive 
response from most interviewers.  It is a professional colour which adds an 
impression of authority, confidence, trust, honesty, loyalty, stability, reliability and 
credibility. Many bosses see it as the colour of the team player. 

Grey gives an impression of sophistication and professionalism. While it is a strong 
and powerful colour, it is non-confrontational and does not distract – and it is less 
intimidating than black. Always add another colour accent in your tie, scarf or 
jewellery if you choose grey for a suit or dress.

Black is a powerful and authoritarian colour that can be seen as sophisticated or 
intimidating.  It is associated with strength and leadership and is a good choice for 
an interview in the legal sector – otherwise, use it as an accent colour in a tie or 
scarf or jewellery.

Brown gives the impression that you are confident, dependable, reliable and 
flexible, but it can also be seen as dated and old-fashioned. It is a friendly and 
approachable colour that works well for many industrial job interviews.

White suggests simplicity, organisation and cleanliness.  It is a great choice for a 
shirt or blouse to go with a navy, grey, black or brown suit.

Red is over-powering and attention-seeking and not suitable to wear to an 
interview except as an accent colour. It exudes energy, passion and confidence as 
well as aggression, arrogance and anger. Use sparingly, especially for a first 
interview!

Green, yellow, purple and orange are distracting and memorable colours that are 
more suitable to creative or media jobs. Use these colours carefully as they don’t 
always elicit a positive response in a job interview. Green is sometimes viewed 
negatively as an untrustworthy colour, while orange can look unprofessional and 
cheap.” 
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Colour Psychologist: Judy Scott-Kemmis

“Women tend to react more positively to blue-based colours, such as deep blue-
reds, most blues, blue-greys, most pinks, and blue-greens. Use these colours when 
being interviewed by a female.”

“To men, the yellow based colours are more attractive. True reds and orange reds, 
peachy-apricot and most blues are best. Use these colours only as accents if being 
interviewed by a male.”

“Blue is the most universally liked colour, and it creates a positive response from 
both men and women. It is the safest colour to use as it is conservative and non-
confrontational and loved universally by men and women in most cultures.”

“Plain colours are better than patterns, woven fabrics are better than knits. Matte 
colours and finishes are better than shiny”

What are the common mistakes people make when dressing for an interview?

“Not dressing appropriately for the position they are applying for. While it is 
important to feel comfortable for the interview, it is more beneficial to the end result 
if you choose clothing colours based on the desired response from the interviewer. “

“Wearing colours or clothing that shock, whether consciously or subconsciously –
these colours may include magenta, hot pink, bright orange and bright yellow – use 
them in very small amounts, if at all. Not being well-groomed – hair should be neat 
and tidy, nails trimmed and clean, clothing clean and pressed, shoes clean and 
polished, and deodorant worn at all times.”

“Tattoos, nose and eyebrow piercings, showing too much skin as in very short skirts 
and low necklines, and very high heels are all inappropriate for a professional job 
interview.”
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Colour Psychologist: Judy Scott-Kemmis

What advice would you give to graduates applying for their first job?

“Take pride in your appearance – make sure your shoes are clean and polished, no 
body piercings, and cover any tattoos. Remember that often the interviewer may be 
older and more conservative. Don’t offend with your appearance.

Play it safe and dress in tailored, structured and classic clothing, unless you are 
applying for a very creative job. Dress conservatively and understated – this doesn’t 
usually offend anyone.”

“Choose conservative, neutral colours rather than bright colours – medium to dark 
colours in blue, grey, black and brown are the most conservative and authoritative. 
Add small accents of other colours to show your personality. Read the previous 
information on what colours mean to make your choices.”

“For men, wear a conservative tie, at least for the first interview, in a plain colour that 
works with your suit. Wear dark socks that match either your shoes or your trousers. 
Make sure your shoes are clean and polished, and not worn. Don’t wear jumpers or 
cardigans. Make your tie the right length – it should meet your belt buckle when you 
are standing straight.”

“For women, wear minimal makeup and no chunky jewellery – keep it understated 
and minimal. With accessories, less is more, when going for a job interview. Have a 
neat and professional hair style. Wear light or skin coloured hosiery with conservative 
shoes that match your clothing, or just plain black shoes. Be modest and wear classic 
tailored clothing - no plunging necklines, no tight clothing and no short skirts.”

“Remember, these choices are just for the interview and to help you get the job – once 
you have it, you can dress more to suit your personality and the everyday culture and 
expectations of your new employer.”

Judy Scott-Kemmis

Empower yourself with Colour Psychology
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Don’t Forget

In summary, here are the key things to remember:

Firstly, it’s hard to go wrong with a suit, for most jobs. Suits date back to the 17th

century and they are heavily entrenched in our psyche – synonymous with 
professionalism, authority and competence.

Research the company thoroughly and dress accordingly. If you are applying for 
a job in a law firm for instance, you want to convince the interviewers that you are 
one of them and will fit in with the company. Traditional, corporate attire would 
work best in this instance. If in doubt, play it safe.

High-quality, well-fitting and bespoke suits seem to have a significant 
advantage over ‘off-the-peg’ versions. “But they’re expensive!”, I hear you cry. 
Fear not, there are solutions. You can, for example, purchase a relatively 
inexpensive but aesthetically pleasing suit and have alterations made for under 
£40 / $67. Give your clothes a dry clean, steam and press and you’ll look like a 
million dollars.

It’s not just the clothes. Pay attention to the small details – nails, hair, fluff on 
clothes, holes in clothes, and scruffy shoes. On a sub-conscious level humans like 
symmetry and if you’re asymmetrical for whatever reason it can have a negative 
impact on the interviewer. For instance, a tuft of hair sticking up can be 
distracting to the interviewer even if they’re not aware of it. 

You need to feel comfortable in your clothes. If you simply put on a random suit 
and you feel awkward in it, this will come across in the interview. Buy one suit you 
love, and maybe wear it for social events so it feels like a part of you. When you go 
to the interview in it then it will feel natural and allow you to project confidence.

Don’t wear perfume or aftershave – the interviewer may be allergic to it!

If the company you’re applying to work for is more casual/creative there are 
certain colours that can convey a message (as Judy points out) to your prospective 
employer. If used correctly they can create positive results. Don’t be too over-
bearing though!
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